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The purpose of the current work is the formulation of macroscopic constitutive relations, and in particular continuum flux densities, for polar continua from the underlying mass point dynamics. To this end, generic microscopic continuum field and balance relations are derived from phase space transport relations for expectation values of point fields related to additive mass point quantities. Given these, microscopic energy, linear momentum and angular momentum, balance relations are obtained in the context of the split of system forces into non-conservative and conservative parts. In addition, divergenceflux relations are formulated for the conservative part of microscopic supply-rate densities. For the case of angular momentum, two such relations are obtained. One of these is force-based, and the other is torque-based. With the help of physical and material theoretic restrictions (e.g. material frameindifference), reduced forms of the conservative flux densities are obtained. In the last part of the work, formulation of macroscopic constitutive relations from their microscopic counterparts is investigated in the context of different spatial averaging approaches. In particular, these include (weighted) volumeaveraging based on a localization function, surface averaging of normal flux densities based on Cauchy flux theory and volume averaging with respect to centre of mass.
Introduction
Understanding macroscopic material behaviour in terms of underlying microscopic material structure, properties balance and constitutive relations for continua with microstructure. To focus attention on other issues, however, attention is restricted in the current work to the standard balances for generally non-conservative systems. To this end, generic microscopic continuum balance and field relations are formulated with the help of transport relations for expectation values of (additive) discrete system point fields and conservation of phase space probability in the spirit of IKN. Application of these findings to the cases of mass, linear and angular momentum, and energy results in corresponding microscopic continuum relations. As discussed above, further spatial (i.e. volume or surface) averaging of these then yields the corresponding macroscopic relations. Of particular interest in the current case of polar continua are such relations for the supply-rate and flux densities of system angular momentum.
The current work begins in §2 with a brief summary of transport relations for expectation values of discrete mass-point quantities based on conservation of phase-space probability. These results are then applied to formulate microscopic continuum fields and balance relations based on expectation values of point fields N a=1 δ(r a − x) Ψ a related to mass-point quantities Ψ a (e.g. mass) in terms of mass-point positions r 1 , . . . , r N and the (three-dimensional) delta function δ. On this basis, microscopic balance and constitutive relations are derived in §3 in the context of the split of system interaction forces into conservative and non-conservative parts. In particular, two forms of angular momentum balance and corresponding constitutive relations are considered. This is followed in §4 by a formulation and treatment of constitutive restrictions, e.g. on the conservative force potential. In the last part of the work and §5, results are obtained for macroscopic constitutive relations from their microscopic counterparts based on selected approaches for spatial averaging. The paper ends with a summary and discussion in §6.
In this work, E 3 represents three-dimensional Euclidean point space, and V 3 its (translation) vector space. Euclidean points and vectors are generally symbolized by lower-case bold italic characters a, . . . , z, and occasionally lower-case bold Greek characters. Likewise, the secondorder Euclidean tensors are symbolized by upper-case bold italic characters A, . . . , Z. The notation A · B is used for the inner or scalar product of tensors A, B of any order. Given in particular a scalar product on vectors, (a ⊗ b)c := (b · c)a defines the tensor product of a and b, and A T a · b := a · Ab the transpose of any second-order tensor A. Let sym A := 1 2 (A + A T ) represent the symmetric part, and skw A := 1 2 (A − A T ) the skew-symmetric part, of A. In addition, (axt a)b := a × b and axv W × a := Wa define the axial tensor axt a of a, and the axial vector axv W of any skew-symmetric W, respectively. Since axt a is skew-symmetric, note that A · axt a = skw A · axt a = 2 axv skw A · a holds via the identities axv axt a = a and W 1 · W 2 = 2 axv W 1 · axv W 2 .
Let T(x) be a differentiable second-order tensor field on E 3 . The definitions a · div T := div T T a and (curl T) T a := curl T T a of div T and curl T, respectively, as well as the identity
are employed in this work. Likewise, for any differentiable function (or distribution) f on V 3 , the identities
are relevant here. The first of these, i.e. (1.2) 1 , is employed by Chen [12] and Chen & Diaz [13] for f given by the Dirac distribution δ in the context of AFT to formulate linear momentum and heat flux relations. As will be seen in the sequel, the second identity is relevant to the current formulation of angular momentum flux relations. 
Microscopic continuum relations from statistical mechanics (a) Results from statistical mechanics of mass points
What follows is a brief summary of basic relations from the statistical mechanics of mass points (e.g. [20,21, ( §8.2) ]. Let T represent the time 'manifold' (≡R) and t ∈ T. In a system of N mass points, each mass point a = 1, . . . , N is characterized as usual by a (constant) mass m a , position r a (t) ∈ E 3 , velocityṙ a (t) ∈ V 3 and equation of motion
as based on the total force f a (t) ∈ V 3 exerted on a. Adopting the Lagrangian setting in phase space, z a (t) := (r a (t),ṙ a (t)) ∈ Z a := E 3 × V 3 represents the state of a in phase space Z. Let r := (r 1 , . . . , r N ), z := (z 1 , . . . , z N ), v := (v 1 , . . . , v N ) and Z := Z 1 × · · · × Z N . In this setting, (2.1) generalizes tȯ
on Z. Continuous variation of initial conditions z 0 := z(0) and corresponding repeated solution
Let p t (z) = p(t, z) represent the phase-space probability density and
the expectation value of any (explicitly time-independent) phase-space field Ξ (z) along ζ . Here,
pull-backs' with respect to the flow ζ . The time derivative of (2.3) yields as usual the transport relation
via conservation of probability and (2.2) for the evolution of pΞ along ζ in phase space, with a := N a=1 . Consider, for example, the Boltzmann entropy S = p Ξ = −k B p ln p. In this case, 
(b) Transition to microscopic continuum fields and balance relations
via the identity p Ψ a ∂ r a δ a ·ṙ a = − p Ψ a ∂ x δ a ·ṙ a = − div p δ a Ψ aṙa . Summing this over all mass points, one obtains the generic continuum balance relation 4
for the microscopic quantity (e.g. mass) with density field 
More specifically, ψ is the ensemble average of the corresponding discrete system field a δ a Ψ a . As discussed in the Introduction, attention is restricted to the standard balance cases mass Ψ a = m a , σ ra = 0, σ va = 0, linear momentum Ψ a = p a , σ ra = 0, σ va = p δ a f a , angular momentum Ψ a = l a , σ ra = 0, σ va = p δ a t a and total energy Ψ a = E a , σ ra = p δ aUa , σ va = p δ a P a ,
in this work in the context of (2.1). Here, p a := m aṙa is the linear momentum of a, l a := s a × p a its angular momentum about o ∈ E 3 with s a := r a − o, and E a := U a (r 1 , . . . , r N ) + 1 2ṙa · m aṙa its total energy. In addition, t a := s a × f a and P a := f a ·ṙ a are the total torque about o ∈ E 3 , and the total power, respectively, associated with a. The split of microscopic mass, linear momentum, angular momentum and total energy, respectively. From (2.6), we then have As well known in standard continuum mechanics (e.g. [22] , §3.5.3), linear and angular momentum balance combine to yield a reduced form of the latter. In the current context, this is based on the split s a = ξ + ς a , ξ := x − o and ς a := r a − x, (2.17) of s a . Substitution of this into (2.12) 3 and (2.16) 3−6 yields
Givenẋ ≡ v, substitution of (2.18) 1,3,5 into (2.15) 2 and use of (2.15) 1 yields the reduced form
of microscopic angular momentum balance via (1.1) and the symmetry of T k via (2.14).
The principal constitutive quantities of interest in (2.15) are the system supply-rate densities b s , c s , d s and s s for linear momentum, angular momentum and total energy, respectively. In this section and the next, constitutive forms for these are developed further in the framework of different assumptions about the system force f s a on a.
Conservative and non-conservative system forces (a) Conservative and non-conservative supply-rate densities
Consider next the split
of f s a into conservative f c a and non-conservative f n a parts. The analogous splits
for the system supply-rate densities then follow from (2.16) 2,5,8 . Consequences of (3.1) 2,3 include the relation
for the conservative part of the energy supply-rate density with [23] , such quantities will be referred to as skew in what follows. Together with the divergence form
for δ ab obtained from (1.2) 1 in terms of the so-called bond vector β δ ab (e.g. [7, 12] ), the skewness of R c ab results in the divergence-flux form
for s c via the spatial constancy of R c ab . As done here, the spatial constancy of discrete system quantities such as R c ab , f c ab and Q c ab , will be exploited in a similar fashion in what follows to formulate additional such divergence-flux relations and so the corresponding constitutive flux densities.
(b) Energy and linear momentum balances
The diffusion velocity (2.14) induces the splits
of ( 
inducing in turn the standard form
via (3.6) 2 for (conservative) total energy flux density h c in terms of linear momentum T c and heat q c flux densities. To reiterate, definition (3.8) 2,3 and (3.9) 2,3 are motivated here by the fact that they result in the standard form (3.9) 1 of h c . In the framework of (3.1) 2,3 and the pair-interaction form
for f c a , note that (3.8) 2 represents in fact a restriction on the form of U dealt with in more detail in the next section.
On the basis of (3.6), (3.7) 3−8 and (3.9) 1 , (2.15) 3 reduces to 
(c) Angular momentum balance
As stated in the Introduction, two forms of angular momentum balance and corresponding constitutive relations are considered here. More specifically, these follow from two forms for the system angular momentum supply-rate density c c given by (3.2) 5 . The first of these
is based on the pair interaction relation 
is obtained for δ ab in terms of the bond vector β δ ab and corresponding tensor B δ ab . Given this, (3.20) reduces to the form Further reduction of the conservative fluxes is obtained in the context of the material frameindifference of the potential energy U, which we come back to below.
(d) Potential-based form for microscopic conservative fluxes
As it turns out, an alternative form for the constitutive flux densities can be obtained with the help of the Green function g δ for the Poisson operator, i.e. 
Constitutive restrictions (a) Restrictions on U
As noted above, in the context of (3.1) 2,3 and (3.10), (3.8) 2 represents the restriction 
is not material frame-indifferent, the restriction (4.1) is clearly weaker than material frame-indifference (besides being distinct).
Being a special case of U sep a , the distance-based form 6 U a (r 1 , . . . , r N ) = U dis a (r 1a , . . . , r a−1 a , r a+1 a , . . . , r Na ), r ab := |r ab |, (4.4)
of U a also satisfies (4.1). On the other hand, U dis a is material frame-indifferent. In particular, U based on U dis a satisfies differential-orthogonal frame-indifference, i.e. 3) . Since t c a = r a × f c a , note that (4.5) implies the balance t c = a t c a = 0 of conservative system torque. Given are also skew. This is consistent with the fact (e.g. [28, section 1.2]) that, in the context of 'weak' action-reaction (i.e. f c ba = −f c ab ), 'strong' action-reaction (i.e. t c ba = −t c ab ) is equivalent to Newton's third law (i.e. f c ab central). It is apparently not possible to show that the sufficient restriction (4.4) is also necessary for U a , and so U, to be material frame-indifferent. As such, we cannot exclude the possibility that there exist material frame-indifferent forms of U a satisfying (4.1) but resulting in non-central f c ab .
(b) Euclidean frame-indifference of the bond vector and tensor
Besides on the material frame-indifference of U a just discussed, the material frame-indifference of constitutive fluxes such as T c and q c is dependent on the bond vector β δ ab being Euclidean frameindifferent. To formulate this, let c ab : [0, 1] → E 3 | λ → r = c ab (λ) be a smooth curve connecting r b = c ab (0) and r a = c ab (1) . In terms of any such curve, we have ab . Like β δ ab , then, g δ ab is parallel to r ab in the context of (4.10). Further, p δ ab and p δ ab are determined by the projections of ∇g δ ab parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to r ab , such that r 2 ab ∇g δ ab = −p δ ab r ab + r ab × p δ ab .
(c) Reduced conservative flux densities
Together, (i) the material frame-indifferent distance-based potential from (3.31) 3 is also symmetric in the context of (4.6) 1 and (4.13).
Macroscopic balance and constitutive relations (a) Weighted volume averaging of microscopic relations
As discussed in the Introduction, following previous work, macroscopic continuum relations are obtained in this section from the above microscopic ones via additional spatial averaging. In the simplest case, this takes the form of (weighted) volume averaging based on a weighting or localization function , i.e. a normalized, differentiable, bounded function on V 3 with compact support. For example, the form
for based on a continuum region R(x) ⊂ E 3 of volume v(R(x)) was adopted recently in [12, eqn (13) ]. For this choice of , note for example that
is consistent with (3.5) 2 for w = . Additional specific forms for have been considered for example in 7 [10, 16, 17] . 
ab r ab and G ab = g
ab r ab ⊗ r ab , (5.19) analogous to (4.13) . Like its microscopic counterpart (4.19) , the macroscopic potential G cs = a,b>a κ c ab g (1) ab r ab ⊗ r ab (5.20) is symmetric in the case of central conservative force interaction (4.6) 1 based on (4.4).
(b) Surface averaging of normal flux densities
In continuum mechanics, mathematical proof of the existence of a flux density field for global (i.e. integral) fluxes is generally based on a set of mathematical restrictions (axioms) on the latter. The classic example of this is the stress theorem of Cauchy based on the tetrahedron argument (e.g. [29] ). Motivated by this and Cauchy flux theory in general, Chen and coworkers [12, 13] recently introduced the surface average Φ S (x) n S (x) := 1 a(S(x)) S(x) Φ(x ) n S (x ) da(x ) (5.21) (cf. [12, eqn (14) for traction]) for normal flux density Φ n S with respect to a surface S having unit normal n S . In particular, S could be the boundary of some region. From (5.21) , follow in particular the corresponding normal averages β S ab · n S := 1 a(S) S β δ ab · n S da and B S ab n S := 1 a(S) S B δ ab n S da , (5.22) for the bond vector and tensor, respectively. Normal averaging of (3.9) 2,3 then results in for conservative torque and force couple stress, respectively. As emphasized by Chen and co-workers [12, 13] , the general form (5.23) 1 of T c S is not symmetric, i.e. for general S. Related to this in the current work is the fact that M ct S and M cf S are distinct. In the special case that S is flat, however, note that (5.22) (c) Spatial averaging relative to the discrete system centre of mass
In his formulation of macroscopic Maxwell's equations based on spatial averaging, Russakoff [9] considered (in the current notation) the expansion To lowest order in |r m a |, then, T c m is symmetric. In addition, its skew symmetry is determined by the spatial inhomogeneity (i.e. gradients) of m .
Summary and discussion
In the current work, macroscopic continuum constitutive relations for polar continua have been formulated based on discrete mass-point dynamics. To this end, phase-space transport relations have been formulated for expectation values of point fields N a=1 δ(r a − x) Ψ a determined by (additive) discrete system quantities Ψ a . Conservation of phase-space probability then results in corresponding microscopic continuum balance and constitutive relations. In turn, these yield corresponding macroscopic constitutive relations via spatial averaging. As shown in the current work, in general, the form of macroscopic constitutive relations depends on the spatial averaging method chosen.
Of basic character in the current formulation is the split f s a = f c a + f n a of f s a into conservative f c a and non-conservative f n a parts. Indeed, this split results in corresponding splits of the supplyrate densities b s , c s and s s . Together with that of E a into kinetic and potential parts, this split lies behind the divergence-flux form s c = div h c for the conservative part of the system energy supplyrate density resulting from the natural skewness of R c ab = ∂ r b U a ·ṙ b − ∂ r a U b ·ṙ a , resulting in turn in that of f c ab = −(∂ r a U b − ∂ r b U a ) and Q c ab = ∂ r b U a · u b − ∂ r a U b · u a . On this basis, principal microscopic constitutive quantities of the current formulation include (i) the non-conservative supply-rate densities b n , c n , r n , (ii) the conservative stress T c and heat flux q c , (iii) the conservative torque couple stress M ct and related supply-rate density d ct , as well as (iv) the conservative force couple stress M cf .
All conservative constitutive relations are determined in particular by the potential energy U. Other than being subject to physical/material theoretic restrictions, 9 U and U a are treated as general in this work. A non-conventional restriction of this type is represented by ∂ r a U = b (∂ r a U b − ∂ r b U a ) (i.e. (4.1)), which is necessary for f c ab = −(∂ r a U b − ∂ r b U a ) to be consistent with f c a = −∂ r a U, U = a U a and f c a = b f c ab . Conventional such restrictions include, for example, material frame-indifference. As discussed in the text, the distance-based form U dis a of U a is (at least) sufficient for both (4.1) and material frame-indifference. Likewise, the constitutive restriction U a = U dis a is (at least) sufficient for f c ab and Q c ab to be central. In this case, the corresponding absolute t c ab and relative τ c ab interaction torques are skew. As discussed for the microscopic case in §4, central conservative interaction forces f c ab are necessary, but not sufficient, for T c to be symmetric. Indeed, an additional requirement here is the Euclidean frame-indifference of the bond vector β δ ab , which results in β δ ab being parallel to r ab . Given this and central conservative interaction forces f c ab also results in equality of the torque M ct and force M cf couple stresses.
